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Why we sponsored
this report?
As long-term members of the WAN-IFRA
news organisation we are active supporters
of their invaluable work to ensure press
freedom. Their conversations about the
present and the future of the industry
worldwide and the exchange of case studies,
best practices and tendencies provide a wide
vision of the news companies requirements.

As part of our commitment to ensure a sustainable
future for the media, we have evolved with our clients
to offer the most innovative solutions for rich content,
news, advertising, media analytics, subscriptions, and
digital asset management:
The editorial push notifications
and analytics system
The SEO champion CMS
Digital Asset Management
Web and print advertising
management
An integrated editorial system
Subscriptions and circulation
management

Let’s make news together

As audiences- rst strategies start to build momentum around the world, a natural
knock-on e ect of that is its relationship with a publisher’s reader revenue strategy.

Foreword

The topic was prevalent in most of the case studies presented at WAN-IFRA’s
Digital Media Europe 2021 virtual conference in September. Whether it be
optimising the messaging to those audiences, segmenting audiences, newsletter
strategies, or, crucially, the data to support all that, an audiences- rst strategy is
proving to be the bedrock for both growth and retention of subscribers.
More than two days of DME were dedicated to reader revenue and while many
publishers have common strategies, their focus and execution always reveals a
wrinkle that perhaps even the most advanced have not thought about or tested.
Essentially, deploying any aspect of a reader revenue strategy is indeed a trial-anderror a air, as it should be. We have pooled the DME presentations and cases
here into this easy-to-read slide deck report, and it’s quickly apparent that a
testing mindset is ingrained in those who thrive.
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A big thanks to WAN-IFRA’s Digital Revenue Network team for organising such
a quality programme, and for the publishers who were so willing to share their
insights and strategies. The same goes for our great partner on this report,
Protecmedia. Check out their tools here.
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El Confidencial’s optimisation strategy

The ambassador effect of the membership model

Forming a cross-department team is becoming more
commonplace in any aspect of reader revenue and a
great example of that is El Confidencial with its
optimisation unit.

An alternative to a purely digital subscription model is a
membership model that a number of publishers have
adopted. Both Zetland in Denmark and El Diario in Spain
demonstrate how membership creates community that
drives a virtuous circle of value and more members.

Data-driven models for predicting churn
Publishers are starting to master the science (and art)
of predicting when a subscriber is likely to churn, or
even the intent. And that is all thanks to robust data
strategies, like the two presented by NZZ and
Mediahuis.

Owning your audiences
One of the core aspects of WAN-IFRA’s Table Stakes
Europe programme is the push for publishers to adopt an
audiences-first approach. Dumont in Germany and Diario
de Navarra in Spain have done that wholeheartedly with
impressive results.

Taking bundle subscriptions to a new level

How audio can be a more inclusive offer for users

Bundling subscriptions with print, ePaper and other
products is nothing new, but offering all-in-one
subscriptions whereby users can access content from
different regions and titles across a media group is
trending. Amedia in Norway is literally cashing in on
this strategy.

Two experiments in audio – from The Irish Times and a
Google-led project with The Guardian and the Royal
National Institute for Blind People in the UK – show how
publishers can benefit from new technologies like AI and
special tools for the vision-impaired to connect with their
array of audiences.

ACQUISITION
AND RETENTION
THROUGH
OPTIMISATION

El Con dencial in Spain

The power of optimising

Since launching its paid content model in May 2020 in the middle of a raging pandemic, El
Con dencial, one of the biggest pure digital news players in Spain, has garnered an impressive
30,000 active subscribers as of September 2021.
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This not-so-small feat was achieved by constant experimenting, testing multiple variants of
branding, optimising the o er and keeping it dynamic.

El Con dencial’s reader revenue model follows a hybrid approach consisting of
a freemium model and a dynamic paywall that works based on the
propensity of the reader. In the year 2021 alone, the publisher saw an additional

60% growth
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This has essentially worked on the back of its optimisation team which Jose A.
Navas, Product Owner at El Con dencial, calls “the most innovative thing inside El
Con dencial”.

The multi-skilled team

“

It is a team of people with very di erent skills. We
have UX people, product management people,
data analysts, a developer, one person from the
newsroom and one person from customer
support.
This multi-skill aspect is one of the reasons that it
is very valuable as you are adding interesting and
di erent points of view. For example, having a
journalist allows you to experiment with editorial
content that will be very di cult otherwise.
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”

Jose A. Navas,
Product Owner,
El Con dencial

Two-pronged goal
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The optimisation team, with
its goal of improving
subscriber acquisition and
retention, helps to convert
more users into subscribers
by personalised o ers.

The methodology
El Con dencial’s optimisation team starts with analysing the data and trying to nd di erent
aspects in the publisher’s website or native apps that could be optimised.
The next step is exploring ideas and hypotheses to x the problem. Hypotheses are prioritised
and experiments are launched to test out the ideas.
A er running the experiment long enough to collect enough data, the team evaluates the results.
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When positive results are obtained, the changes are implemented in the product.

The tale of three experiments
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Three experiments conducted
by the optimisation team of El
Con dencial highlight the
importance of optimising
every part of the media
business and segmentation to
improve subscription
numbers.

Experiment 1 — Tagging premium content
The landing page of El Con dencial initially
displayed its premium content with the tag
‘EC Exclusivo’ with a ‘lock’ icon next to it.
Doubts surfaced if the ‘lock’ tag was stopping
users from getting to the paywall. If the users
don’t even get to the paywall and see it, then
they won’t convert.
So, with the hypothesis that removing the
‘lock’ icon would perhaps improve the CTR,
the optimisation team tried out di erent
alternatives.
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The winner turned out to be ‘EC Exclusivo’
with no icon at all and got 7 percent more
subscribers than the others.

Experiment 2 — Landing new designs

The idea was to test a new
landing for the subscription
page with a design that conveys
the publisher’s value proposition
to potential subscribers.
So, the optimisation team
created two variants - one
focused on images and big
cards, and the other focused on
text and small cards.

The second design, which had
clearer information and prominent
call to action, showed signi cantly
better results with signi cantly
better CTR and 3 percent more
subscribers.
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The variant was further improved by
lling an empty space in the design
with information for potential
subscribers.
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Clear information, call to action matters

Experiment 3 — Segmentation and special o ers

“

Segmentation is key for us.
Targeting the best users with
the correct price of the correct
properties is fundamental for
us to increase the number of
subscribers.
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”

Juan Jurado,
Data Scientist,
El Con dencial

Making use of FOMO (fear of missing out) o ers
The idea was to see if a special price could
be o ered for those loyal users who do not
convert with the original price. The
hypothesis was to target these loyal users
with a limited special price and to see if this
action increased the number of subscribers.
A small pop-up was created in free articles
o ering limited spots to subscribe at a
reduced price of 65 euros instead of the
original 89 euros.
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The experiment which ran only for a few
days brought in an impressive 25 percent
of the subscriptions during that period.

THE DATA SCIENCE
BEHIND PROPENSITY
TO CHURN

Neue Zürcher Zeitung in Switzerland

NZZ’s model for ID-ing intent to churn
The Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ), a Germanlanguage news publisher based in Zurich, is in the
“early phase” of modelling and predicting churn for
its digital subscribers.
However, Edward Ho, Senior Data Scientist at
NZZ, stresses the distinction of what the publisher
is trying to do: not to predict when a subscriber will
churn but when subscribers have the intention
to churn. “We want those who truly want to churn
and signal it like a measurable event.”
That allows NZZ to then deploy “interventions” to
try to retain them, but first…

Get your business question right so data can do its job

“

Publishers should be as precise as
possible about what problem they
are trying to solve when looking to
data for answers. At the end of the
day, your data science and
prediction models are only as good
as the business question you want
them to answer.

”

Edward Ho,
Senior Data Scientist,
NZZ

Two business questions driving NZZ modelling

This top line above is where NZZ is today, says Ho, not unlike
many other publishers: it’s a simple model to build, looking at
historical data to predict who would most likely churn in a
certain time window. From there you take certain actions, such
as giving subscribers certain information or articles, or a discount
(on their subscription)

But it is limited in actually retaining
subscribers. That is where this second
business question comes in, says Ho:
where to spend your retention budget?
“That is flipping the question around:
instead of asking who is likely to churn,
you ask who is likely to renew,
conditioned on a certain incentive. This is
called an uplift model. This involves a bit
more complex data and that is why NZZ
is not there yet. But once we have
experimental data, where with A/B tests
we are able to vary the offer conditioned
on the people who have exhibited a
propensity to churn, then we can build this
model. …
“This just highlights that it really depends
on the business questions you are asking
to better apply the most effective data
science.”

NZZ model IDs churners 3x better than previous e ort

score, says Ho. The problem with that score
"model" is that despite a subscriber having a
low engagement score, the end result is that
it only identi ed 33 percent of true
churners. Whereas the current model nds
89 percent of true churners.
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Even though NZZ is in this early phase
of experimentation, its "who is likely to churn"
prediction model is making a di erence
already, says Ho. NZZ’s previous heuristic
e orts were primarily based on targeting
subscribers who had a low engagement

Snapshot: How NZZ modelling works and integrates into processes

Detail: How NZZ modelling works and integrates into processes
Data used for machine learning: Naturally there is the subscription
data (historical, subscription type a user has), billing cycles and so on,
but much of the data they use is behavioural, showing what a
subscriber or registered user does when they land on the site. For
example:
What articles a user reads
How deep they read on an article
How many articles you have read and so on.
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Learning the model: The company can then use this
data and train the model to “take a snapshot” of the user
base at di erent points in their journey and try to look
into the future a certain number of days, in NZZ’s case,
up to seven weeks to see whether they churn or not.

Detail: How NZZ modelling works and integrates into processes
Prediction: Once the model is learned, it can then be
applied to make a prediction.“The take-home
message here is that with automation you can put
this to work on a day-to-day basis,” says Ho. You can
take all the users and what you know about them and
make a prediction, then apply a policy. All users under
consideration are given a daily score for their propensity
to churn.

Actions: Ho says the NZZ has integrated another regularly and
automated process to test those who have shown a propensity to churn
by taking a certain action. This involves continuous A/B testing,
deploying interventions. “Imagine you have cohorts of users and if you
are in a certain cohort, we will apply an intervention, like a series of
emails which for now lasts about four weeks. Then weeks later we see if
this indeed helped to reduce churn, and if a certain intervention is
consistent, this would become the ‘champion’ to measure against for
the next intervention and on and on.”

Four key takeaways
Machine learning allows user-level targeting at scale: If you have a process
where you have data at an individual level, you can make predictions based on it.
However, machine-learning models also need ongoing attention and revisions.
Data science is tied to the business question it answers and action triggered:
This does not necessarily mean that those who are highly likely to churn should be
given incentives because maybe they could not be saved anyway.
Start simple, predict churn: Eventually the goal should be to apply a policy to
high propensity churners and then expand on that to come up with progressively
better policies.
Automation is a key enabler for continuous experiments and improvements.

Mediahuis in Belgium

Mediahuis’ data-driven customer journey
Over the past years,
Mediahuis, which is
headquartered in
Belgium, rapidly
developed and acquired
several media groups,
such as NDC
mediagroep in the
Netherlands in 2020 or
Ireland’s Independent
News & Media in 2019.

Mediahuis is now active in four countries, counts some 4,300
employees, and says it brings in an annual revenue of

one billion euros

Automation and data-driven strategy

Mediahuis set itself the goal of
implementing a fully-automated datadriven customer journey with the aim of
increasing revenue and reducing churn.
With this in mind, the company wants to

target its potential and existing customers
with the best registration offer, the best
sales offer, and the best retention journey
in an automated, efficient, and
personalised manner.

The goal

“

The main question among all our entities,
at least from a data science and business
perspective, is how do you acquire new
subscribers, keep current subscribers
happy, and retain those subscribers, while
doing this in the most efficient,
personalised manner.

”

The answer? A data-driven customer
journey.

Jessica Bulthé,
Data Science
Business Partner,
Mediahuis nv

How does churn propensity prediction work?
Using a churn propensity prediction model, Mediahuis is targeting a selection of existing
customers that seem likely to churn but worthwhile to keep, and that could potentially be
convinced to stay on. Here’s how it works:
Step 1: Collecting raw customer data from company databases (subscription data, 1st
party data, contact center data, webshop transaction data, digital reading behaviour data)
Step 2: Equating whether customers remained loyal in the past against a selection of
customer behaviour variables derived from those company databases.
Step 3: Letting the computer derive patterns that di erentiate between loyal and nonloyal customers in the past (the training part).
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Step 4: Comparing patterns with current customer behaviour. Based on the degree of
pattern correspondence, current customers are scored on their future loyalty.

Why retention policy deserves priority

“

By combining churn score
information with other
customer information, a churn
model can be a pillar of a more
systematic retention policy.

”

Jan-Bart Vervenne
Data Scientist,
Mediahuis, Belgium

Churn model performance results

Able to predict loyalty
at an accuracy of
91 percent
Able to predict that
60 percent of those that
e ectively churn will
churn
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75 percent of
predicted churners
e ectively churn

Bringing churn propensity prediction into retention policy

For Mediahus, making use of this model for its daily retention business is the most
important step, but currently remains a work in progress.
This process involves continuously updating all customers' scores with the most recent
data on a regular basis, as well as de ning, testing and scaling up audiences and
inbound and outbound treatment scenarios based on churn scores and other KPIs.
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Inbound treatment scenarios, which have yet to be de ned, refer to scenarios that are
pursued when customers initiate an interaction with Mediahuis, whereas outbound refers
to scenarios where Mediahuis takes the initiative to contact customers.

What’s next?

In addition to its churn prediction
model, Mediahuis started
working on a propensity-to-buy
model a few months ago to be
able to predict whether or not
someone will buy a subscription
and what type of subscription
they will buy in the next month.

At the moment, the model is
operating at above 80 percent
accuracy for both logged-in and
anonymous users, meaning it is
able to predict in 8 out of 10
cases whether somebody will
buy a subscription in the next
month.

DRIVING GROWTH
THROUGH GROUPWIDE BUNDLE
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Amedia in Norway

+Alt: All-in-one news subscription
Amedia, Norway’s largest publisher of local news titles,
reaches about 2 million daily readers, of which
660,000 are paying subscribers.
The company launched its new and improved digital
multi-subscription offering, +Alt, in May 2020, giving
subscribers access to content from its complete
portfolio of websites and apps..
Amedia’s initial goal? To get 50,000 paying users onto
+Alt. Within eight months of the launch, the company
had surpassed its target with 120,000 subscribers on
the new plan, becoming the country’s third-largest
news subscription company. The project also earned
the People’s Choice for Best Paid Content Strategy
in WAN-IFRA’s Digital Media European Awards.

News for everyone
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“

Users are willing to pay an extra fee
for this experience. We can upsell
existing customers and bring in
new ones as our product o ering is
now much richer. Our users are no
longer bound by geographical
restraints. They can follow the
news from wherever they are as
part of their +Alt subscription.

Ole Werring,
Chief Product O cer,
Amedia Utvikling AS

Identifying problem areas
Werring said Amedia launched +Alt a er identifying
user and subscriber needs and matching them with
the needs of the company and its employees.
Users’ primary gripe with the existing digital
subscription model was dealing with multiple logins
across Amedia’s properties and the high cost
incurred. The user need was clear – they wanted
easy access.
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As for Amedia’s concerns, the company was
producing a horde of daily news content, the
consumption of which was concentrated only to the
regions it was produced in. Hence, the company
saw a chance to utilise its country-wide distribution
power, garner a larger audience and new
subscribers.

All-out marketing plan
To reach its sales goal and show existing subscribers what is possible, Amedia launched a
concerted marketing plan over weeks and months, featuring:

Campaigns
like in train
stations
where +Alt is
always cobranded with
the local
news site to
strengthen
the local
news brand.
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Teasers on front pages of local titles and in articles
as triggers for sales, agging content with "For +Alt
subscribers only", suggest articles from di erent
newspapers in a reader's region, "smart embeds"
with +Alt suggestions on front pages of di erent sites,
and text links in articles to other newspaper content.

The quick x
A er the launch, Werring said Amedia noticed that the predominant friction in using the
product had practically vanished. This is thanks in large part to its seamless navigation,
complete and easy access to all 73 news websites and 146 news applications – all with just
one user ID log-in.
Amedia currently o ers a monthly digital subscription at NOK (Norwegian Krone) 249
(€24.46), and a digital and print subscription at NOK 399 (€39.20).
Subscribers also can opt in for a family package and share it with up to ve members, which
translates into more users for the company.
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Apart from these perks, the experience also includes a personalised onboarding process for
new users to learn more about the product.

Revenue growth, user satisfaction
Of the 120,000 subscribers to +Alt,
86,000 were new users, and
34,000 existing customers who
upgraded their subscription plans.
Amedia also witnessed increased
engagement, which continues to
spike, faster than the rate at which
the brand is garnering new
subscribers.
All of the 73 participating
newspapers saw a revenue spike
of several million Norwegian Kroners
every month in 2020 because of the
new product launch, which
strengthened their economic basis
for local journalism across Norway.

THE
MEMBERSHIP
MODEL
IN ACTION

El Diario in Spain

Journalism as a public service
El Diario, a Spanish online-only news company,
was founded in 2012 with the primary aim of
reconnecting society with journalism. The
company’s membership programme is built under
the premise that journalism is a public service.
The company’s membership model guarantees its
employees economic and editorial independence,
all the while keeping the reader at its centre and
helping those who cannot afford to pay.

More than a transactional bond with readers

“

Our members don’t pay us to read
the news; they pay us to support
our journalism to build a better
and more democratic society. We
are proud of being transparent
with readers and share an
emotional relationship with them,
rather than a transactional one.

”

Esther Alonso,
Marketing and Membership
Programme Director,
El Diario

The gures behind reconnecting a community
61,400 members
15,700 free members
€9.7 million revenue in
2020
50% revenue membership;
50% online advertising
€80 annual membership
fee; €8 monthly
Meter model: 10 articles
free
212,000 registered users
11.5 million unique users
(July 2021 Comscore)
0.9% churn
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€6.82 ARPU

Membership offer: Loyal supporters and then some
Since its launch, the El Diario community has
grown to more than 61,000 members.
The annual membership plan is priced at
€80 and monthly at €8. Visitors to the site can
read 10 free monthly articles and then must
register for either of the two plans.
Both plans offer a host of advantages such as
access to all content, ad-free browsing,
newsletters, a community-building
experiences, meetings, and discounts and
promotions.
During the pandemic, El Diario decided to
raise its annual membership fees (by €20)
for the first time – to the current €80 / €8 plan.

Despite this and the crisis’ challenges, the
company attracted 20,000 new members
between March and April 2020, mostly on
the annual plan – even though readers could
have opted to take the previous cheaper offer.
And existing members overwhelmingly
accepted the increase but they could also opt
to pay more than the new fee if they wanted to
– and some 5,000 subscribers did just that.
These readers are designated as
“Ambassadors”. 11 percent are currently
ambassadors. Of that, 14 percent pay an
added amount to support a local edition of
their choice in a bid to boost hyperlocal and
regional expansion.

But wait…Can’t pay? El Diario’s got you covered
A new addition to the company’s membership
o ering was launched in December 2020, to
cater to those who could not a ord to pay
the full fee – or at all.
Students, unemployed, workers in temporary
unemployment for the pandemic or those with
low income may choose a reduced fee. Each
of them will choose the monthly payment that
they can a ord. If they cannot a ord to pay,
readers simply need to ll a form where they
can choose the membership amount as
zero and support their request with a
reason.
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The company currently has 3,000 members
who have opted for a reduced fee and 15,700
members who have chosen not to pay.

Good reasons to celebrate
All these e orts have paid o and the engagement and
loyalty of its base is evident in numerous ways. For
example, El Diario’s churn rate oscillates between 0.8
percent and 2 percent. A big part of that retention
success comes from three core areas, said focuses on
three core areas, says Alonso – embracing leading-edge
technology, putting reader loyalty at the top of its
strategy, and having a strong email marketing plan in
place.
The Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) stands at
€6.82 (mo.). It is ranked 10th among national media in
Spain (according to ComScore) with 11.5 million unique
users. And according the Reuters Institute, it is the most
read digital native newspaper in the country.
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And the company generated €9.7 million revenue in
2020.

Zetland in Denmark

The virtuous business model: Members help
Zetland grow its base
Zetland is an ad-free, membershipbased publisher based in Denmark
that puts its members at the centre of
everything they do, including
marketing.
For the past three years, word-ofmouth campaigns, largely driven by
current members, have helped boost
their membership base.

40 percent annual growth
Zetland grew by 39 percent in 2020, and
they are on track to grow by around 40 or
41 percent this year in terms of both
memberships and revenue, according to
Lea Korsgaard, Zetland’s Editor-in-Chief.
“Our members help us enhance the
journalism by giving us ideas, providing us
with feedback, telling us what’s important
to them,” she says.
There are now 27,000 paying members,
with a goal for 2022 of 40,000, or
1 percent of Denmark’s adult population.

Two focus areas
A daily overview: “We give an overview with
a morning brief and a news podcast in the
a ernoon. We tell you what you need to know
today in order to follow your colleague’s, or
your college’s student’s, conversation. We’ll
make sure you won’t miss out on any major
topic in the news that day,” said Korsgaard.
And something deeper: Each day, they
publish an article or two about important,
interesting things about the time we live in,
where the world is heading.
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Each article is produced in both text and
audio formats, so members can choose to
read, listen or both to any story they publish.

Getting members involved

After trying some costly traditional marketing campaigns that didn’t help much,
Zetland decided to ask their members to help.
They responded enthusiastically and put up Zetland posters around the country and
asked friends to join. In a month, membership was up 25 percent.
Things worked so well, they decided to try it again the next year.

New campaign quickly reaches goal

“

In late summer 2021, Zetland
launched its latest membership
drive effort. This time, we asked
our members to help us get
3,000 new members within
three weeks.
Just two weeks into the campaign,
we had already reached our goal.

”

Lea Korsgaard,
Editor-in-Chief,
Zetland

AUDIENCECENTRIC
WORKFLOWS TO
DRIVE GROWTH

DuMont in Germany

Own your audiences
DuMont is a regional publisher based in Cologne, in the western
part of Germany. Among their several news products is Kölner
Stadt-Anzeiger (KStA), a daily print and web publication.
In 2019, the paper launched a paid content product called
KStA PLUS.
KStA joined WAN-IFRA’s Table Stakes Europe programme in
October 2020, and doubled the number of its digital subscribers
between September 2020 and August 2021. Among the ways
they achieved this were:
Using data to analyse coverage
Dashboards and feedback
Marketing, paywall improvements
New newsletters for targeted audiences

DuMont in Germany

Audience-centric products

“

During the Table Stakes project, we’ve really
broadened our view about our audience.
Over the last 12 months we adopted the
mini-publishing concept. We built editorial
teams for specific audiences. We addressed
them with different products.
We started to look at our readers not only
as one big group of readers, anonymous
readers, but to really segment them and
listen to their needs, their interests and to
provide them with the content they need in
their daily lives.

Sophie Rohringer,
Audience & Analytics
Manager,
DuMont

Using data to analyse coverage
To address these audiences, KStA did
a lot of data analysis to identify which
topics to cover, and to discover how
successful they are. As a result, they
identi ed:
Topics they wrote about a lot about,
but which didn’t generate much tra c.
Topics that are great for
conversions as well as topics that are
better for retention than conversion.
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Topics to stop doing, or at least do
di erently to save resources and
editorial capacity to align them with
their focus audiences.

Data, dashboards and feedback
Working with data and dashboards
has become essential in this
regard. They now have detailed
feedback sessions with each
editorial team about once a week
to go through their data and
dashboards and explain what the
data means and ways to improve.
Regular feedback sessions o er
journalists help with new tools or
technologies to give them a sense
of security as well as the freedom
to make mistakes, and then learn
from them.

Marketing, paywall improvements
KStA also made improvements on
the marketing and technical level.
For example, creating new online
marketing channels, and di erent
o ers. They now focus on longterm o ers and their paid product,
which has a much higher retention
than the monthly trial period.
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To improve the paywall they do
regular A/B testing while trying out
new designs, new products, and
new call-to-actions on the paywall
itself.

Considerations for targeting audiences

Before creating a product to target a new audience, they consider these criteria:
How big is the audience?
Does it make sense to target them?
Will they get enough revenue from them?
Is the audience willing to pay, and do they have the money to do so?

New newsletters for speci c audiences
KTsA came up with three topic-based audiences,
which they have launched newsletters for.
Teachers and Parents. Their rst audience,
which they came up with during the pandemic
because of all the new information and
regulations that teachers and parents needed
to make sense of.
Living & Housing. Many people are either
looking for new places to live or wanting to
make home improvements, etc.
Foodies. Everything from new restaurants to
di erent styles and places to eat.
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While these products are fairly new, the publisher
is pleased with the initial subscriber numbers
and open rates.

Three key lessons from Table Stakes
Passion before manpower Passion is a decisive factor when you set up
audience-based teams because when you have passionate people working
on a topic they can help you create a movement within your company.
Encourage and empower: Journalists get regular feedback on how their
content performed as well as how they can work on it to make it better.
Change is a marathon: Table Stakes is about huge changes in the
newsroom and creating such a change is not a sprint, it’s a marathon that’s
going to take time and while there will be setbacks, it’s also important to
regularly look back at where you came from and what you’ve achieved.

Diario de Navarra in Spain

The strengths of segmenting audiences
Diario de Navarra (DN) is a news
publisher based in Pamplona, Spain. DN
joined the second round of WAN-IFRA’s
Table Stakes Europe programme in late
2020, and a key outcome of that
involvement has been to put a greater
focus on audiences – particularly in terms
of segmentation. One of the main reasons
for this is to drive loyalty and retention,
while also increasing subscriptions.
In the spring of this year, the publishing
house set itself the goal of increasing its
number of digital-only subscribers to
5,000 by the end of this year.

Diario de Navarra in Spain

Taking care of your loyal subscribers
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“

We have to think about ‘What do we do
to acquire? What do we do to engage?
What do we do to convert?’ And most
importantly,‘What do we do to keep
those converted with us?’ Sometimes we
forget all the e ort that we have to put
there. We put lots of e ort into acquiring
and engagement, but we sometimes
forget the ones that are already with us
should be kept with us and we have to
keep on listening to them.

Estefanía Nicolás,
Digital Strategy,
Marketing & Sales
Director,
Diario de Navarra

Setting a foundation for strategy
DN launched their subscription model in 2016.
Two years later, they realised they had to make
some changes in order to meet the objectives
that they wanted to achieve.
In late 2018, DN’s editors met to discuss a
common goal of how to better provide news
and information to their readers on any channel
at any time. As they began working on this goal
in early 2019, they realised they needed to
establish a strong foundation with the right tools
and working with data, and making decisions
based on data and not on “experience.”
They also decided to set common business
goals / KPIs and what everyone could do to
help reach them.

Table Stakes and audiences
Table Stakes served as a trigger for DN to turn its focus to its audiences. They chose to focus on
two audiences and two key sections of their coverage.
Audiences
Families: Rather than focus on families in a broader sense, they narrowed the scope to the
more than 9,000 households in their region that have children between the ages of six and 16 who
are enrolled in compulsory education.
Professionals: There are some 18,000 people in their region who have middle and upper level
management jobs.
Coverage areas
Opinion: a key part of the paper’s foundation. DN wants to make an impact on their audiences
and communities. It is diverse audience that they want to improve their knowledge of and then
use that knowledge to enhance the content they produce.
Arts and Leisure: another important area for DN, which has nine journalists. They are using this
team as a sort of “boot camp,” to improve the reporters’ digital commitment and understanding in
order to both increase overall coverage and improve their audience to make a greater impact.

First the building blocks:
Posting with purpose
DN’s plan as they started 2021 was to
“Post intentionally,” and move from a
general audiences approach to
segmented audiences business
solutions. They are doing this by
focusing on a number of areas, such as:
Audiences prioritisation
Data-driven decisions
Newsroom work ow for content
creation
Tools
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Nice to have vs Must have

Aligning business and editorial

Also crucial for DN is that for the past
three years, the business and editorial
sides have been working closely
together. Managers from each side hold
weekly meetings to:
share results, such as sales and
tra c
insights and learnings about areas
such as their funnel and SEO
discuss the top actions for the next
week
ensure they are sending the same
general messages to their teams about
objectives

Newsletters – di erent audiences, di erent objectives
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Newsletters is naturally a
great way execute
segmentation. Nicolás said a
newsletter, from the business
point of view, is a tool, and it’s
essential for publishers to
know what they want to
achieve with a given
newsletter. DN has 21
newsletters, but these
newsletters have di erent
objectives. Some are only
meant to improve audience
engagement, others are
meant to drive tra c, and
some are for both.

Improved results and understanding

DN has seen major
growth in their areas of
focus as well as
subscription growth of
nearly 60 percent.
Churn has been
reduced by about the
same amount. More
importantly, today they
have a better
understanding of the
underlying reasons for
both.

BONUS: LESSONS
LEARNED IN
AUDIO

Experimenting with audio
Audio content is increasingly playing a key role in news publishers’ reader revenue strategies.
We talked about Zetland in our membership chapter and audio is a crucial part of its slow news,
long-form journalism strategy. Here we feature two experiments about producing audio content
that illustrate the challenges and opportunities for news publishers in this booming space.

The Irish
Times’ ‘List
en’ project
leans on
AI-driven
audio
articles.

Google’s
collaboration with
The Guardian
and The Royal
Institute of
Blind People
with ‘Auditorial’
shed light on how
publishers should
not ignore visionimpaired readers.

The Irish Times

Irish Times’ experiment into AI machine reading
The Irish Times has a history of
experimenting and innovating to cater to
their audiences’ needs. The rst
newspaper in Ireland, it was also one of
the rst 30 newspapers in the world to
have an online presence in 1994. It also
has had a paywall model since 2015.
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In late 2019 The Irish Times launched
“Listen”, bringing together all its podcasts
and audio articles in one place. and got a
big assist from Arti cial Intelligence.

The Irish Times

Audio is the future

“

Our experiments into audio were driven by
the idea of reaching the audiences where
they are, in the formats that they want. The
most recent Reuters Institute Digital News
Report shows that in Ireland, in particular,
people listen to podcasts a lot.
The audiences are more loyal, they are
young. Moving into audio opens up a
whole range of possibilities and new
platforms like in-car and in-home devices.
Therefore, it is the future.

”

Paddy Logue,
Digital Editor,
Irish Times

All in one
A lot of the content on ‘Listen’ was initially
author-narrated which helped to add
cadence and emotion to the narration. But
the stories had to be read out, recorded,
edited, processed and so on, altogether
creating a big manual process. So, the
publisher turned to arti cial intelligence.
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With the help of startup Speechkit, the
publisher started producing AI-narrated
articles.

Audio quality? It’s a man...it’s a machine...it’s AI!
The Irish Times currently produces about 15-20 AIread audio articles per day.
The text is sent to the London-based startup which
provides the machine voices and hosts the narrated
voices.
“They are of such good quality that it's hard to
distinguish from human voices. Particularly for news
articles, they are a good solution to the audio
problem,” says Logue. “Particularly for news articles,
they are a really good solution to the audio
problem.”

Open to all … for now
The audio articles are
currently available for
everyone.
Even if a user hits a
paywall, they would be
able to play the audio as
the audio button is
positioned accordingly.
“The lockdown kind of
slowed things down. But
it is certainly an area that
we hope to develop.”

Google, The Guardian and the Royal Institute for Blind People

2.5 billion
That’s the approximate number of people, globally, who are blind or have some form of
visual impairment, according to the World Health Organisation (WHO). Yet, around 97
percent of websites today don’t meet accessibility requirements for that massive
audience to consume content. Reason? The internet was designed predominantly by
sighted designers and is therefore inherently biased towards sighted readers.

Auditorial: a storytelling experiment prioritising accessibility

Taking this into account, on the Global
Accessibility Awareness Day this year, Google
carried out an experiment in partnership with
The Guardian and The Royal National Institute
of Blind People (RNIB.) The project, named
Auditorial’ explored di erent forms of
storytelling that would suit vision-impaired
readers.
The site uses a number of accessibility
features and tools to let the reader decide how
to tell the 15-minute-plus story.
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Ultimately, the user can experience the same
story in more than 100 di erent ways.

Ironing out internet inequalities

“

We approached The Guardian to work on
this because of the lack of equitable
access to everyday news and storytelling
that helps us all understand the world we
live in.
It is like one of the most pointed
inequalities of the web today…But this bias
is really relevant to the web at large and
to any business that operates via the web.

”

Kate Baker,
Creative Lead,
Google Brand Studio.

10 Auditorial tips to make your content more accessible
O er di erent ways of experiencing
information for those who may struggle with
a particular format.

When interviewing subjects, the narrator, the
presenter or the interviewer could introduce
the characters audibly for blind users.

Record an audio version. Have the article
read aloud by the author.

Including an introductory text for screen
reader users would help to give people a
better sense of what to expect from a web
page.

Write alt tags into the ow of your article at
the exact moment you wish to introduce an
image for the reader.
Use high legibility fonts.
Let the user control the speed of
storytelling.
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Plan a linear version of the website
alongside the actual design.

Alternative colourways enable users to
change the colour of the experience, and
make it more comfortable for those with light
or colour sensitivity.
O er reduced motion. A static version of
the website alongside the original one would
be a good idea.

Event video recordings on reader revenue
If you didn’t have time to attend Digital Media
Europe and are interested in diving deeper into
the topic of Reader Revenue strategies, visit
our topical site featuring the “best of DME”
video recording sessions, as well as those
from other events that showcase publishers’
developments on the topic.
The member-only site can be accessed here. If
you already receive our emails but have not yet
used this website, just click on Forgot Password
to set this up. Otherwise, contact
customer.service@wan-ifra.org
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